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First, briefly, I, Hatonn, need to
speak with you.
So much happened on the yesterday which
needs expression and instructions
but we will not take Germain’s
precious time in the discussion
herein. I ask for a meeting early
enough this evening that we can
have immediate discussion about
the upcoming group session in
which I ask participation.
l-hey
are in no way in conjunction with
the publications but are a most personal series of ongoing support
opportunities wherein we can utilize group “numbers” in an attempt
to structure HOW to come into
personal capability to get through
these tough times which blast you
with everything from addictions to
simple distress. All may not wish
to spend the time--certainly all
participation, as always, is totally
optional and we can discuss it before the meeting with the Pilot
Group speakers this evening.
I
will have to warn you now, some
are literally controlled by very real
dark energies--with the thrust to
destroy the entity housing such energy and to attack “leaders”
through these avenues. In some
instances it is now reached critical
proportion and must the stopped.
No one will, please, error by any
supposition that what we do is in
any way a “religious” “thing”. It
will be equated more appropriately
to Alcoholic, Overeaters, drug,

etc., Anonymous “addiction”-handling with the twelve steps expanded and
of
more in-depth TOOLS. The full
intent is to set up a working guideline, with the tools, and then they
can be available to all--anywhere.
If mankind cannot find his balance
in this evil infested world, what we
do otherwise is quite hopeless for
the individual is binded by the
shackles of daily bombardment and
depressed hopelessness.

the-people that they are of “good
intent”--NO, IT IS TO SUCKER
YOU IN AND YOU WILL
HAND OVER ALL METHODS
SELF-DEFENSE--VERY,
OF
VERY SOON!
Now try this one and see how
many of you become ill:
Rockv Mountain News,
Sun.. Aug. 25. 1991: Edpewater
(Coloradok

GUN CONTROL?
$50,000.
I thank “Orion” for sending a couple of articles in support of what I
have been telling you: One--(AP)
a
$50,000
.
15

2495

[this is
JUST for failure to have proper
registration],
425
4
600. ”

17,
”

This is the real beginning of the
END, dear ones--it is now, in
many states (and this is where the
show begins), illegal to have any
unregistered handguns and many
classifications of rifles. Moreover,
the forces will begin with known
criminals so they can show you.
*1
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under the
same roof called Dean’s Firearms-were worth almost $500,000, the
largest seizure in Edgewater history.

59.

“,

go
”

”
This story goes on for another
couple of columns but I think you
get the picture. Accidental that it
came on the very day that Bush
had this “gun sweep by breaking
and entering without warrant”?
You see, a state doesn’t even need
restrictive gun registration laws to
invade and seize. Remember that,
in the case above, the $50,000 was
IN ADDITION TO THE OVER
$500,000
IN
CONFISCATED
*
GOODS.

$50,000.

a

”
.
7,

Well, where are all those attorneys
and judges who stand 6p for the
law? This man could not find an
attorney who would take his case
and he had funds left to fight the
case. If you, America, don’t need
a Constitutional Law Center then I
cannot imagine who does!

$50,000

”

LEGAL SHENANIGANS
Update on the Dharma/Oberli
property c&e, after already into
the case by hundreds of thousands
of dollars--a lot of it your own taxpayer (RTC) money to the little
slime sucker who represents the
Yesterday morning
opposition.
was “another” hearing to “insist

a
”

*
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that he (S.H.) accompany a phoD&O’s
tographer”
through
dwelling--“to
make sure they
haven’t “trashed it”. He already
did the photo bit on the outside.
Now, thousands of dollars later--he
pushes for “inside visitation” and
the session went as follows.
D&O’s attorneys came specifically
for this nuisance hearing--from San
Francisco and Sacramento--Horn
from Beverly Hills/Santa Monica
(at RTC (your) expense,
of
“Our” attorneys met
course).
D&O adequately ahead of court
time (8:30 a.m.) and walked to the
court house. They then went to
the appointed
upstairs to find it was in error.
So, some less than five minutes
“late” they were rushing down the
corridor just outside the court
room--only to find Mr. Horn
RUSHING MADLY down the hall
in opposite direction.
The assumption was he had forgotten
something and was hurrying to retrieve it prior to the case being
called. Dharma said to “Claude”-nope, the slime pushed the case
and it’s over. “No, he couldn’t do
that,” was the reply. Scott halted
Horn long enough to actually serve
papers in a packet to Mr. Horn-who accepted it without comment
and rushed on. Once in the courtroom all took their seat prepared to
await Mr. Horn’s return. Dharma
said, “He won’t be back, he is half
way to L.A. by now!“--so more
waiting. Then Scott inquired of
the Bailiff if the case had perchance been called and he indicated
yes.

relayed to the Judge who said that
that was improper--that Mr. Horn,
as an “officer of the court”, was
obligated to acknowledge presence
and return to the courtroom.
So
another search was made for Horn-missing of course, like the 13th
amendment while, I’m sure, Mr.
Horn recited his Kol Nidre vows to
lie, cheat and steal.

Nothing was happening in the
courtroom--nothing
being heard,
etc. Scott asked permission of the
judge to inquire regarding the case.
The Judge said Horn was rushed
and since no one was here for
O&D that he had had to rule by
default in favor of Mr.
He said, “If you can
return Horn to this courtroom--I
will hear the case.” Of course
Back to the courtroom
where the encounter in the hall was

The remainder of yesterday was
spent with ones on the subject of
the Constitution and to make the
next move in the legal aspects; this
time on taxation unConstitutionality--but it is a mammoth chore at
best. All groups MUST harness
power of unity for as you can see
herein--it has begun. The “disarm
Americans” is under way--it has
nothing to do with “crime’‘--it is an
all out attempt to disarm America
and abolish your Constitution!

Back to the courtroom and this
time to ask the Bailiff if he had
been asked to step outside to check
on lawyers or clients. Bailiff said
“no” because “the Judge asked
Horn if he had seen you outside!
Mr.
said no.”

Now, precious ones, you are going
to face facts and
are not going to salvage freedom.
I know not how to cause you to see
and hear that it is YOU who are at
stake. The Anti-Christ/God of the
aeons of prophecy is upon you and
enslavement and terror are
very door--your own door. This is
a play for Total Control of Your
World!

am going to quote you something
from the Book of Revelation and in
reading it keep in mind all of our
lessons, including the term “Jew”
as being only a reference

Now, I am going to tell you the
punch-line that these ones don’t yet
go

I repeat, Amerjca, you are in desperate
circumstances--there
is
nothing--NOTHING--the adversary
will not do to stop you-the-people.
God help you all to see and hear.
Well, what do you do? You keep
on keeping on for just as long as
you can breathe. We can get the
Law Center going and get some
lawyers of honor working for you-but they cannot do it without living
also even though they are willing
to do it at rock-bottom costs. You
will have to help, dear ones--and
appreciation is great unto you who
have done so.

Revelation 29.
you

Rev. 319.
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Note this: Z

There is no way that I can stress
the urgings to read and re-read that
which is called “REVELATION”
for each time you do with petition
for my clarification--shall you see
the truth.
Most was not tampered with in the
book of Revelation for none of the
scholars who changed the books of
what you call “the Bible” knew and
understood John’s prophecies well
enough to change it. What they
understood, they did change--but
you will not find these passages

* .,
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spouted from the local pulpit in
truth.
By the way, you beloved ones who
are deeply concerned about Rev.
Robert Schuller’s recently being
stricken--YOU SHOULD BE for
the man is no longer the one you
believe him to be. He is now a
“tool” of the adversary and the
blessed one realizes it not. He will
become even more “patriotic” and
urge capitulation on all demands by
the government--he has long been
taken as a tool of the dark government New World Order and it will
become very transparent here on
in.
I am going to take leave now, so
that Germain can have opportunity
to work for if we can finish his
JOURNAL this week, we can
move back into more current adventures. However, this series of
PLEIADES
CONNECTIONS,
ARE THE

Blessings be upon you as you walk
this critical journey for we can
light the path and show the way,
we can even carry you part-way if
you ask--but we cannot do it FOR
you. Salu.
I have but one more painful statement to make for you close ones.
Allow the situation with ASSK to
go its way. From the letter received, you can see that the once
warm and loving House of God has
fallen to the adversary.
Another point which also pains you
as to one who once spoke for me
and for the Brotherhood of Light,
now speaks only for the elementals
(which is rediculous for “guides”
are not of “lesser” stature and ones
of the “fringe commands”. If my
name appears as speaker among the
writings of these various ones--IT

IS NOT ME--ATON/HATONN.
They have been placed in your
pathway to stop your journey into
the Truth and Light with God. All
have opportunity to come into truth
but they choose to drift farther and
farther from the fold--so be it for
each has free-will choice of pathways.
I have even worse news for you
who have come to listen to
“channels” who tell you of wondrous “landings” and “evacuations”
by space brothers. The projections
are so tainted now as to be as
foolish as the “rapture” to fluffy
radioactive “clouds”. I plead with
you to study and read ALL with
reason and WITH GOD, for the
time of LIES is upon you--you are
in chaos and control of evil and it
will consume you if you cast it not
Dharma, you will, child, continue
to be painfully tested and pushed,
threatened and pulled.
You will
stay within my hand and heed my
voice for some of the most disappointing assaults are yet to come.
Bless those ones who give unto
you the testing for it is their job to
do so and it is not yours to know
why. So be it.
Hatonn to clear, please.
FRIDAY
Whatever ye perceive that you
must bear--I will bear it with you.
Strength comes in many forms and
you shall be given to recognize the
steps if you but LISTEN.
It is a time, Dharma, when the adversary wishes to silence you the
most and the game shall become
drastic for they KNOW that I shall
warn the people and tell their evil
plans.
HEBREW HOLY DAYS
You approach Hebrew Holy Days.
I did not say “JEW” Holy Days.
”
.
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They plan the most heinous manner
in which to “celebrate” these days.
While the Judaists are honoring
their heritage and traditions the
Khazar Zionists plan to invade
Jordan. Now, these ones claim to ’
be in service and ask winning
strength from god--yes indeed, it is
just that their “god” is the Luciferian Satan God of Evil.
I am going to write something
herein which can be confirmed and
I ask that the ones who write for
the public (who know this information, to publish it NOW) for it
is going to be one of the most
SHOCKING statements I will have
tossed at you ones.
As you know&here has been great
discussion
of the organization
known
as Skull and Bones,
wherein Prescott and George Bush
are active participants. Citizens of
so-called Godly America who believe yourselves
to be good
YChristian” people (of whatever
faith) had best harken up because
you are about to be silenced by the
adversary. In Skull and Bones Society one of the very rituals practiced by the membership is to bring
within the secret hall a cadaver
which they call “Jesus” and each
member takes a knife and stabs the
being in the heart and then the
heart is removed for further ritual.
This practice comes directly from
the Gnostic Satanic practices of
sacrifice--and is very closely akin
to exactly the rituals practiced by
the Zionists of Israel in their socalled “temple worship”.
The
subject in point is not always a cadaver but often is, in fact, a person--most usually a child or infant
which represents the purity of
Christ.
Shocking? I certainly do hope so.
Ones who leak this information are
killed. There are always spies and
tattlers who either “find God of
Light” and/or are paid spies.
If we can bring enough attention to
the focus points in the Holy Lands
#4

-.

a massacre may be avoided but the
plans are so massive and troops are
already in place, as the entire
“underground” CIA and surveillance forces KNOW.
In honor of the Holy Days you
have just awarded the West Bank
and the rest of Palestine to Israel
along with $10 BILLION dollars to
foot the bill. You are still sending
in military equipment to back them
and the entire Russian facade is to
distracts
you have just
seen in Russia is a reversal of Bolshevism and a return of Monarchial
rule by Dictatorship. The splitting
off and recognition of the “Baltic
States” and offering central representation is nothing more than cementing the cofftn lid on the casket. How does it make you feel,
Americans, to know that you foot
the bill for your own executioner?
ALAS. LAWYERS
Now, a note about the 13th
Amendment! This is not for our
lawyers, specifically, but for all attorneys who wish to argue the
point of “nobility”, “Esquire”, etc.
You will all note that when Mr.
Horn sends “copies” to other attorneys in HIS GROUP--they are addressed to “Steven Berg, Esquire”,
etc. Do not lie to selves for until
you STOP lying to selves, you can
change NOTHING.

AND
SOMEHOW
JUDGES
THINK THAT THEY WILL
SOMEHOW
BE
BEYOND
JUDGMENT
AS ARE ALL
MORTAL MEN. YOUR WORLD
JUDICIAL
SYSTEM
FUNCTIONS AS IF YOU NO LONGER
HAVE
A
CONSTITUTION
ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD.
BUT WHO SUFFERS?
YOUTHE-PEOPLE FOR HE WHO
HAS THE MONEY WINS FOR
NO LAWYER WHO WOULD
DEFEND CAN WORK AND
LIVE WITHOUT INCOME FOR
HIS OWN FAMILY AND CANNOT TAKE CASES WITH NO
REMUNERATION--SO,
YOUTHE-PEOPLE
ARE CAUGHT
BETWEEN TWO TRAPS. As in
the case of my scribe, Mr. Horn
made sure that the defendants were
never even recognized in the courtroom until they had acquired a
lawyer--then, after over 30 hearings--THEY
STILL
NEVER
HAVE BEEN RECOGNIZED BY
A JUDGE NOR ALLOWED TO
SPEAK.
r
Yes, I am going to tell you facts
about the “law” and my own
beloved
friends
within
the
Constitutional Law Center and
other brothers who try so hard to
act in justice--please accept my
apologies that I do what the Master
Teacher did in Biblical times.
I thank

Do I hate lawyers? No, I “hate”
no thing but rather, accept truth
and lessons from all things. The
Judicial system does give the most
wondrous “lesson” of almost any
group. Most lawyers and judges I
DO despise for their total evilness.
Those who work in truth also deplore the darkness which shrouds
their own profession. Remember,
dear
ones,
NEED
YOU
LAWYERS
ALSO--TO
EVEN
GET
RECOGNIZED
IN
A
COURT OF LAWLESSNESS.
I
HONOR
BEYOND
OTHERS,
THE LAWYERS WHO WORK IN
TRUTH.
IT IS AMAZING TO
NOTE THAT THE LAWYERS

Box 013236,
Miami, Fl. 33101 for the following:
ALAS!
ALAS!
YE
LAWYERS!
Before I quote the article, I do
wish to tell you readers that our
Constitutional
Law Center
is
working with organized groups
who have now gained the legal
methods for getting “un-taxed” and
out of the system.
I remind you, however, that the
impact of this information has been
such a blast to the government that
they are laying plans to interrupt
your ability to accomplish your
* ./
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task through “emergency orders”
wherein they will attach your bank
accounts, etc., to fight a “common
enemy”. You are being set up for
economic collapse AND the plans
are finalizing to present you with
happenings which they will tell you
come from outer space and that
“YOU MUST UNITE ALL THE
GLOBE AGAINST THE COMMON ENEMY. ” You have no enemies outside your own heinous
THESE INCIDENTS
traitors.
ARE PLANNED
TO BEGIN
HAPPENING IN SEPTEMBER
AND THE UFO DECEIVER
ARE
GROUPS
ALREADY
WARNING YOU OF EXPECTED
“SPACE ALIEN” DISASTERS
EXPECTED BY YOUR GOVERNMENT
AROUND
THE
MIDDLE OF SEPTEMBER.
Is
this not too much? This comes
right in the middle of the Holy
Days of the “Jews” and just before
the end of your national American
fiscal year where the budget
MUST BE BROUGHT FORTH,
WORKED OUT AND SIGNED
SO YOUR CONGRESS CAN GO
OFF ON VACATION AGAIN
AND THE WORLD CAN BE
BROUGHT
TO ITS KNEES
WITHOUT BOTHERING THE
BLACKMAILED
CONGRESSREMEMBER,
THEY
MEN!
HAVE ALSO PROMISED TO
BLOW UP THE SAN ANDREAS
FAULT
WITH
MASSIVE
EARTHQUAKE ON THE 17TH
OF SEPTEMBER! I CAN ONLY
TELL
YOU
WHAT
THEY
PLAN--YOU
MUST
DECIDE
WHAT YOU WILL DO WITH
THE INFORMATION.
Please Quote, Dharma:
Throughout history, great religious
leaders have sought to bring order
out of chaos. The most effective
method of doing this has always
been by preaching the Truth. The
Truth brings light to darkness; it
establishes a foundation for order,
and it destroys false concepts.
Yet, there have always been groups
#4

who twist the Truth to serve their
own purposes.
Typically, these
groups are not productive in the
ordinary sense, but they establish
rules and laws that permit them to
control and exploit other groups
that are productive. In this manner
they achieve power and wealth.
But their lust for more of these two
impostors eventually ends in the
weakening or demise of their position.

In order to pass your belongings to
others at your death, your estate
must not only pay taxes to the government, but also a “tax” to
lawyers in the probate courts. The
horrors of probate permit “stealing
from widows and orphans”--, how
often we hear about an estate being
bled by unscrupulous lawyers!

History repeats itself. If one studies the Bible one finds certain passages of Matthew, Mark, and Luke
referring to lawyers of that era.
Today, as in Biblical times,
lawyers continue to exploit the
people.
”

”
[No, nice people who decide what
portion of the “Bible” you will use-you may not discount this! You
use that book to denounce me and
my people--you are GOING TO
FACE THAT WHICH YOU DO-INTERPRETASELECTIVE
TIONS UNTIL NOTHING YOU
SAY HAS MEANING!]
Since our legislators are primarily
lawyers, lawyers make the majority
of our laws and write them in
“legalese”. In doing so, they’ve
made this nation increasingly dependent on their trade. For example: probate is an unnecessary and
created
by
expensive
system
lawyers to profit from making the
wills and getting themselves appointed as executors. They charge
5% to 15% of a person’s life
earnings to complete a simple task.

Many people involved in disputes
have turned to the legal system for
help only to find themselves in an
endless morass of legal maneuvering that ends only when their
money is gone. To dissolve a marriage, the costrcan be minimal for
those who have nothing, but astronomical to those with a few holdings. Far from helping to make an
unpleasant
and
emotionally
devastating event easier, many
lawyers compound, complicate and
prolong the proceedings so that
distrust and even hate prevail
where love once lived.

Our “tort” system of law is the
cruelest of all legal maneuvers. It
immediately enriches a few lawyers
while destroying professions, businesses, professional amenities, and
individuals. Our lawyer-dominated
government refuses to end this insanity, so insurance rates rise until
many people can’t afford them.
Not to be denied, the lawyer-legislators then pass laws requiring
people to carry unaffordable insurance in order to maintain a treasure
trove to be looted by the lawyers.
Lawyers use half-truths and falsehoods to create suspicion, confusion, and controversy so more legal work will result. There is little
‘the other professions can do but
comply with the huge paper work
load imposed by the lawyers’ imperious bureaucracy. But as a result, honorable professions lose
their ability to provide reasonable
services at reasonable prices, and
both they and the public suffer.

”
”
Delayed justice, postponed trials,
minimal sentences, early parole
and ever increasing crime feed a
system where good policemen see
their dangerous work frustrated by
the release of criminals based on a
miniscule technicality or worse, a
judge’s whim.
L I,
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[By the way--remember who are
the Pharisees? Ah so. They are
the ones ffom whom come and
ARE the self-styled, so-called selfnamed “Jews” (Zionists). They are
not Semites for they come not from
the tribe of Shem and therefore you
cannot
be
“anti-Semite”
for
disclaiming and/or denouncing the

false persons who are stealers of
their brother’s heritage and tradition and even claim their lineage-YOU
The litany of abuses goes on to involve every segment of American
life.
While the concept of the
“law” is correct, it is being cleverly twisted to achieve the ambition
of one select profession.
The
search for truth, justice, and safety
still remain only an ideal.
Democracy is sweeping the nations
of the world and freedom is ringing in every heart. Yet here in the
greatest democracy of all, we find
ourselves progressively enslaved
by a profession composed of less
than l/2 per cent of our people.

reaucracy are robbing our people
of their ability and desire to compete with the nations of the world.
A new call for a real representative
democracy is being issued by the
distressed of our nation. A beginning has been made and our people
are awakening to the subtle control
of our government by a profession
that has failed its purpose to serve
the people while it strives only to
enrich itself with more power and
wealth.
Amos

5:7,10,12,15,24:

”. . . . You

CORPORATIONS

.
.. ”

”
23:23
And so today, despite the teachings
of Jesus Christ, the same profession is again practicing the same
excesses. It’s as obvious now as it
was then that lawyers strive to
control our lives--for their benefit.
To prevent this control and save
ourselves and our nation, we must
not vote for them. For once they
control our government, and they
almost do now, they can control
our lives. We must elect legislators who represent the interests of
the people, not the Bar.
Once they are elected, we must:
Restore our criminal justice system
so it makes our lives safe--we do
not need legal maneuvering that
prolongs and weakens the process
of the courts and saps the energy
of the nation; and, Second, create a
civil justice system which permits
our nation to innovate, produce
and trade effectively.
Onerous
laws enforced by a massive bu-

have the power,
and the nations will do as we
please. ” Prometheus replies: “No.
There’s a power greater than you,
gods of Olympus. You are defying
it and
So be it and so shall it come to be
thus. You, even in America, and
most soon now as the shackles are
locked upon thineselves--You were
not destroyed by the Soviets. You
were not destroyed by the Japanese
or the Germans. You as a nation
have been destroyed by nobody but
yourselves, because you were fools
to accept ideas which are contrary
to everything you stood for.

They say,

[H: Not fair to the so-called, selfstyled “Jews” by quoting the New
Testament??
‘Ah, but note that
“Amos” is in the Old Testament so
you had best find something else to
make YOUR case.]
Additional Biblical References to
Lawyers Found in THE NEW
ENGLISH BIBLE WITH THE

NOTE

I need Dharma elsewhere so we
will close this writing but I wish to
make another statement regarding
current “business”. Dear ones, it
is so very important that if you are
going to use incorporation as a
shelter--USE IT CORRECTLY OR
HAVE SOMEONE DO IT FOR
YOU
NEEDED. I WISH TO QUOTE
A QUESTION WHICH WAS DIRECTED TO THE INCORPORATED NEWS, NEVADA:
QUESTION:
”

21,
27,

26,

7,
20,

23,

12,

12,

5,
9,
12,

5,
10,
14,

14,
6,
11,
22,

20,

What happened to
your friend was that the “corporate
veil” was pierced, leaving him personally liable for the acts of his
corporation.
a
a
a

END OF QUOTING.
NOTATION TO HEED
There was one called Aeschylus,
the Greek tragedian....We
find
Prometheus attached to the rock,
victim of the gods of Olympus,
who think they . are above God.
1
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minder: The government is getting
ready for a push like you can’t believe on gathering up your guns--I
suggest you act timely and NOW
or any that YOU have WILL
SOON BE CONFISCATED AND
YOU ARRESTED IF YOU HAVE
BROKEN EVEN THE MOST
SLIGHT REGISTRATION RULE!
I can do not more than warn you.

a

synthesis and the geometry of
space - The nature of light - OUR
- Paper
money - Into space through open .
doors: The road map energy

a
Let us close this now.
for your attention.

Thank you

Many other topics are covered including

Hatonn to close, please.
****a***

by Violinio Germain & Gyeorgos
Ceres Hatonn/Aton

8
a
a

These JOURNALS are
a legacy being presented
to
mankind and left for all the expected future wayfarers through
this physical experience.
PHOENIX

JOURNALS

AND

Thank you for your attention to
this matter. If the shoe fits, please
attend the “baby”. There are ones
to help you--I have no intention of
doing it herein. If you run and ask
your accountant and/or lawyer--he
wants money from you and
KNOWS
NOTHING
ABOUT
NEVADA
CORPORATIONS
UNLESS
HE
IS IN
THE
NEVADA BUSINESS OF FORMATION OF CORPORATIONS!
So be it.
I will herein put one more re-

for the preparation of this
time of cycles when this civilization will make transition into
higher understanding or return to
the ages of darkness. ” Some of the topics covered in this
JOURNAL are: The foundation of
our present belief - The expanding
universe - Solenoid coils are improperly wound - Rutherford-Bohr
theory of atomic structure is impossible - New laws of thermodynamics.
We are also given an explanation
of sound and silence - Photo.’
.
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Sep. 28 l-4 P.M. Holiday Inn
West Durham, N. Carolina Warren Barrett Tel. (9 19) 967-3769 or
782-6297 Cost $20
Get. 12, O’Hare Plaza Ho-Jo’s,
Chicago, Ill. (SIl 1) Lucy Covington 219 942-9439 the Greens,
Bo Gritz and Fletcher.

If you are interested in meeting
others who are interested in this
info, write us giving permission to
connect you with those in your
area.
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